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Abstract  
The Pickling Line Tandem Cold Mill (PLTCM) from Ternium Pesquería started in 2013. It is a 
line with 5 stands, 6 high; focused mainly on the exposed automotive market, with a wide 
spread of products with high quality requirements. In addition the operational continuity is 
very important, for this, one of the greatest challenges is to ensure operational discipline, the 
order of production, the quality of the input (hot band), operational interruptions, equipment 
failure, breakage of  strip in the mill, among others. In relation to this, it has a strong impact 
on productivity, customer compliance, damage to equipment, rolls, safety, quality, 
reprocessing among others. Here is present the results obtained in the project "decrease of 
strip breaks" which focused on several fronts, discipline in the order of production, previous 
review of raw material in surface and dimensional defects with automatic inspection 
equipment in the hot mill, as well as in PLTCM, generation of logic in the redundant systems 
of alerts and prevention to avoid or minimize strip breaks that were high impact in the past. 
All these multidisciplinary actions led as a whole to a significant improvement in the 
performance indicators of the PLTCM, in productivity, compliance, reprocessing and quality 
in the cold rolled mill. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This project arises from the need to reduce 
the number of strip breaks in the PLTCM, 
within the Tandem Mill. 
From own experience, strip breaks that 
happen at maximum speed or acceleration 
ramps turn out to be the most damaging. 
Typically they occur when thin material is 
processed as a hot band less than  
<2.6mm. A second type of breakages also 
catastrophic, happen at the entrance of the 
mill rolling in the first two stands high 
strength steels (DP590, DP780 or DP980). 
 
 
The causes can be multifactorial, among 
the most common are: 
a) Due to poor programming practice. 
b) Defective welding. 
c) Delays by electrical or mechanical 
equipment. 
d) Substrate defects, close to the weld also 
frictions, scales, overlaps, cut edges, etc. 
 
Figure 1 shows schematically the Tandem 
configuration (PLTCM). 
 

 
 
Figure 1. General scheme of the PLTCM. 
 
It is important to have a characterization of 
all breakage events, in this way we  can 
find patterns that can be avoided, or take 
some actions to prevent breakages. 
 
The causes of strip breaks can be grouped 
into the following 
 

1.1 Hot surface defect. 
 

Slivers typically generate breakage in the 
last three stands. And Overlaps in the first 
stands. 
 
The thickness variations, together with cold 
zones can cause breakages in the first 
stands due to a sudden drop in tension 
strip (usually are very serious). Slip, which 
can be caused by leveling, camber or wavy 
edges, typically occurs at the entrance or 
exit of the mill 
 
The camber in most of the cases seen 
later, this is an event already happened 
with the automatic surface inspection 
equipment, located in the pickling section. 
 
1.2 Programming practice. 

 
Sequencing of non-compatible steel 
grades, difference of setup force between 
adjacent coils (> 400t), leading to sudden 
changes in tension, welding violations 
practices  in very dissimilar hot band 
thicknesses, very different widths or steel 
grades, etc. 
 
 
1.3. Failure of Electrical or Mechanical 
Equipment. 
 
Tension failures or Hyrop problems, as well 
as work roll breaks is the principal 
problems. 
 
1.4. Operational failures 
 

Strip breaks, when the mill stop, bite in the 
gap of the mill, due to failures in the coiling 
section, in which the strip still with tension, 
due to fails in bridle brakes. Skidding, if the 
rolling condition changes suddenly due to 
loss of roughness in the work rolls. 
Welding defects. Poor cutting, edge 
problems or damage due to material. 
 
Lubricity failure in thicknesses less than 
0.55mm, in table 1, the strip breaks in 
percentage is shows. 
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Table 1. Percentage of breaks in the PLTCM 

 
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
Based on the previous description and the 
knowledge acquired of the main sources of 
strip breaks that were identified, namely, 
substrate defects, programming, 
equipment and operational failures, a 
series of actions were taken in order to 
reducing the incidence of strip breaks. 
 
 

2.1. Defects of substrate hot band. 

An interdisciplinary team was created 
between  hot and cold rolling mills, for this 
purpose the review of thin thickness 
campaigns was established under the 
premise of a hot band thickness <2.6mm 
and a yield value of less than 350MPa. 
 

The parameters that are reviewed are, 
previous discard material  with a download 
of the production databases of the hot 
rolling mills and other lines, thickness, 
surface defects, among others. 
Additionally, information on surface defects 
detected in hot rolling mills by automatic 
inspection equipment. 
With this information, the final comments 
are downloaded to a production program 
and from there to the operation. 
 
2.2 Structure of production programs. 
 
 These are elaborated and fed to a 
predefined structure where it is simulated. 
The rolling order is structured in such a 
way that it is possible to identify violations 
of the program such as thickness step, 
force, width, grades of steel non-
compatible.  Out of capacity products, 

estimation of forces, and stresses between 
stands among others. Figure 2 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Example of off-line simulation production 
program. 

 
2.3. Equipment failures 
 

In this part of the project, the focus was to 
assure the availability of inspection 
equipment assuring refacionary, was 
generated a critical parts list of the 
equipment, these were registered in the 
maintenance structure through 
Middleware. 
 

 
 

Table 2. Example of critical equipment ensures the 
operation of the automatic inspection. 

 
2.4. Operational failures. 
 

On the operational side, was focused on 
generating knowledge by disseminating the 
causes and origin of breakages through a 
detailed analysis of each of them with 
special focus on those generated by 
operating itself and those related to hot 
substrate defects. 
 

SECUENCIA TipoDeAcero Ancho_Rollo Ancho_Pedido EspRollo EspSalida Peso (Tns) Ubicación
Fila 

Columna
E-#1 #1-#2 #2-#3 #3-#4 #4-#5 #5-TR RF1 RF2 RF3 RF4 RF5 Observaciones 

9A162576MAC00 440IF1 960 960 4.5 1.1923 19.19 2731 Sur 4.4 13 15 16 16 5 1173 1079 922 856 588
[ 462/ancho+: 19/espsal-: 0];  Orilla de Molino;<< 

N: 769,  Fuerzas Stp Avg:[ 1140| 1060| 885| 856| 

577], Fuerzas Act Avg:[ 1173(69)| 1079(55)| 

3A929746CM300 440HSLA 1076.24 1021 4.502 1.236 19.03 2451 Sur 5.5 14 16 17.5 17.5 4.214 1376 1299 1118 1073 632

<FGC>; Frec. Soldadura <0>; [ 307/ancho+: 

399/espsal-: 1]; << N: 15,  Fuerzas Stp Avg:[ 1376| 

1299| 1103| 1067| 625], Fuerzas Act Avg:[ 

2A679644QLT00 390HSLA 1170 1120 4.551 1.1887 21.3 13371 Sur 5.5 14 16 17.5 17.5 4.214 1359 1263 1074 1063 680

<FGC>; Frec. Soldadura <13>; [ 115/ancho+: 

96/espsal-: 1]; << N: 5,  Fuerzas Stp Avg:[ 1317| 

1225| 1035| 1026| 679], Fuerzas Act Avg:[ 

2A682591QLT00 390HSLA 1250 1190 4.543 1.1887 17.69 852 Sur 5.5 14 16 17.5 17.5 4.214 1389 1318 1143 1083 740

<FGC>; Frec. Soldadura <117>; [ 115/ancho+: 

96/espsal-: 1]; << N: 41,  Fuerzas Stp Avg:[ 1426| 

1343| 1117| 1083| 733], Fuerzas Act Avg:[ 

2A686143GM200 CQ 1260.05 1226 4 1.1924 19.11 5101 Sur 5.4 12 14 16 16 4.778 1117 1040 917 847 721
<FGC>; Frec. Soldadura <10>; [ 1282/ancho+: 

128/espsal-: 194]; << N: 602,  Fuerzas Stp Avg:[ 

1100| 1025| 890| 847| 714], Fuerzas Act Avg:[ 

2A686080GM200 CQ 1267.65 1226 3.995 1.1632 19.265 431 Norte 5.4 12 14 16 16 4.778 1097 1028 923 855 719
<FGC>; Frec. Soldadura <205>; [ 1490/ancho+: 

74/espsal-: 1899]; << N: 282,  Fuerzas Stp Avg:[ 

1097| 1028| 879| 855| 716], Fuerzas Act Avg:[ 

2A686190GM200 CQ 1261.96 1226 3.501 0.8922 21.6 8201 Sur 5.5 12 14 14 13 5 1109 1031 912 882 718
<FGC>; Frec. Soldadura <33>; [ 1874/ancho+: 

196/espsal-: 25]; << N: 581,  Fuerzas Stp Avg:[ 

1097| 1021| 861| 882| 710], Fuerzas Act Avg:[ 
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Figure 3. Example of detailed analysis of a 
substrate default break. 

The procedure established before the 
event of a break was structured as follows. 
We proceed to collect the sample from the 
area where it occurs, the variables that are 
reviewed in a preliminary way are: 

Exact position of the break with an 
estimated error of 2m. Sample are send to 
the laboratory if is necessary. 

A database of take actions we have with 
signals in MICA or IBA also (speeds, 
differential force, tension, differential 
tension, Hyrop position, thickness 
deviation, bending, etc.) reference and 
real. 
In case of suspicion that the break is due 
to a superficial defect, the sample is sent to 
the laboratory for analysis and the results 
obtained are fed back to the hot or cold 
rolling mills according to the origin of the 
defect. 
 

The register of the personnel of the shift is 
complemented. Tool to determine exact 
break point. In case of strip breaks that has 
been generated by a surface defect it is 
extremely important to locate the exact 
point where the strip break occurs. By 
identifying the distance in which it 
occurred. 

The breakage can be precisely located in 
the automatic inspection equipment. To 
obtain the position, the length in hot band 
must  be calculated from the passage of 
the weld bit by  where the break occurs, 
the thickness deviation is extracted by the 
meter X1E and the speed of the bridle 7 by 
means of the formula (rule of the trapeze) 
can calculate the length). 
 

 
 

 

where _t in Mica Trace is 1 = 50s. Once the 

distance is reached, the position P of the defect 

is located in, 

 
 
 

Where M is the stand where the break is 
generated, hi is the thickness at the exit of 
the stand i and H is the thickness of the hot 
band. The reduction profile is obtained 
from the model, If the defect is seen in the 
automatic inspection equipment, then the 
distance reported must match the P value. 
 

 
 
Table 3. Calculation for the exact detection of the 
breakage 
 
 

 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. 
 
As mentioned, in the Project for the 
reduction of breakages in the PLTCM, it 
was structured with a multifunctional team, 
in which several areas where involved, the 
operation of hot and cold rolling mills, 
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programming and maintenance, and 
additional tools were developed, analysis 
and prevention. Offline models to simulate 
the program and revision of the coils 
before processing and a database, with the 
origins of breakages. In the histogram of 
figure 2, the evolutionary breakage is 
shown from January 2016 to December 
2018. 
 

 
Figure 3. Evolution of strip breaks all causes. 

 
Of the greater benefits obtained whose 
participation is close to 49% (table1), it was 
the breakages due to defective material 
that had a significant decrease and were 
consolidated with the actions in the last 
year as shown in figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Evolution of breaks due to defective 
material. 
 

Another catastrophic breaks caused by the 
welding, had an important decrease, when 
making improvements in equipment, as  
Well as compliance in the programming, as 
shown in figure 5. 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Breakages  evolution by welding 
problems. 

 
 

In general, the evolution of breaks is 
shown in figure 6. 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Evolution of strip breaks 

 

 
4 CONCLUSION. 
 
As mentioned, strip breaks are a critical 
part in the operation of a mill, having this 
type of events leads to the possibility of 
accidents, reduce productivity, and 
damage to equipment. 
 
With the tools implemented, review of 
material off line, in terms of surface 
defects, and dimensional. The design of 
programming guidelines compliance (off 
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line simulation). Spear parts that supports 
the detection of surface defects. 
Weekly meetings and information 
exchange between supplier of coils, hot 
mills and cold rolling. Disclosure of events 
and historical records that help generate 
knowledge and avoid recurring failures. 
All the above has led to an improvement in 
the performance of the mill to reduce 
delays in strip breaks  from 2.3 to 1% of 
the global, and a decrease in the impact of 
production from 37 to 16 (mt / year). 
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